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Issue # Category Found In
Release

Module Title Release Note

239050 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Add & Edit Implement SHIFT-CLICK funtionality on Multi-Valued
UDF Lists

Within a multi-valued list, there is now the ability to click
on a value, then use Shift-Click on another value in the
list.  All the values between and including the two items
clicked on, will then be selected, establishing a range of
selected values.

235802 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Database Eliminate Oracle text search and SQL Server text search
in favor of Lucene

Both Oracle Text Search and Microsoft SQL Server Text
Search have been deprecated in favor of the Lucene
open-source technology.  The functionality to end users
remains identical, but the Lucene mechanism must be
configured in place of the prior used technology.

237044 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Import and Export Ability to see more validation/import errors The previous implementation was that only the first 50
errors were displayed in an import file.  Now, the first
5,000 errors are displayed.

239030 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Allow PDF output to be selected from custom URL reports This enhancement allows the PDF output type to be
selected from a custom URL report.  It will be up to the
custom report to correctly handle the output and create
the PDF file.

239399 Feature
Enhancement

N/A Search / Report Implemented new aggregate functions on colum reports There is a new ability to create aggregate functions on
numeric fields in column reports.  This includes COUNT,
SUM, AVERAGE, MIN and MAX.

238670 Product Bug 6.5.1.7 API & CLI run_report command excluded ATTACHMENT field This was not implemented in the API.  This has now been
fixed.

239072 Product Bug 6.5.1.6 Add & Edit Inaccessible embedded layouts caused
NullPointerException error

When a layout was embedded within another layout, but
the end user did not have permission to use the
innermost layout, an error would occur.  This was fixed.

239001 Product Bug 6.5.1.6 Administration The customer list field in user's account information
should not obey allowed values

The behavior setting COMPANY_NAME_LIST_UDF
when configured, connects the udf list selected with the
picklist of company names in the user profile page.  This
was using an allowed value, if the field was a member of
an allowed value list.  This has been changed so that the
entire list now appears.

238780 Product Bug 6.5.1.7 Attachments Java applet signing ExtraView previously used a self-signed certificate for the
Java applet installed with the new file upload capability.
This caused some issues with some customers.  This
version now uses a valid certificate issued by an
appropriate authority.

238966 Product Bug 6.5.1.3 Business Rules Preupdate rules using currency fields did not calculate
correctly when the currency symbol and the thousands
separator were turned on

This problem was the result of mixing data types (number
and currency display types) within a single rule.  The logic
has been changed so that currency fields are treated
correctly as numbers for rule calculations.

239066 Product Bug 6.5.1.9 Business Rules ERROR action did not execute within a refresh directive
rule

An ERROR rule within a refresh directive did not execute
unless it was preceded by another statement within the
directive.  This was fixed.

239523 Product Bug 6.5.1.9 Database The MINUS conjunction was not appearing for advanced
report filters on SQL Server databases

This problem was fixed so that  "and", "or", "union",
"intersect", and "minus" al appear for SQL Server
installations.
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239635 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Database Updating issues with image or document fields would not
always be successful

This problem only occured with MySQL and Derby
databases.  Most of the time, the update would succeed,
but on occasion, a database error would occur.  This has
been changed to work consistently.

235538 Product Bug 6.0.4 General code
issues

Issue with UTF-8 characters in user names This issue only occured with users whose names had
accented characters, and these users were inserted into
ExtraView as a result of an upsert from SSO.  This has
been fixed.

239070 Product Bug 6.5.1.7 Layout Rendering "Layout Configuration Error" was displayed for duplicate
fields that were placed on different embedded layouts

This was a problem introduced in 6.5.1.7 where error
checking for duplicate fields was altered, but did not catch
this specific configuration.  The problem has been fixed.

239096 Product Bug 6.5.1.8 Layout Rendering VALIDATE HIDDEN FIELD attribute did not work with
FIELD REQUIRED IF attribute

When these two attributes were used together within a
field on an embedded layout, there was a JavaScript error
when you tried to save an issue without a value in the
field, as opposed to seeing an alert that the field was
required.  This bug was fixed.

238888 Product Bug 6.5.1.7 Relationships Quick Edit mode on the output to a report did not return
related issue display layouts to their original size when
completing the edit operation

This was fixed.

239289 Product Bug 6.5.1.9 Relationships Related issue displays did not always format correctly on
received email notifications

Some installations reported that when related issue
displays were included on an email notification layout, the
formatting would be incorrect and the column titles were
not styled correctly.

This has been fixed, and with the upgrade a style of light
blue is applied to your database.  If the color is not
correct, visit the themes administration utility, and select
the theme you are using and then update.  This will set
the correct colors for your instance.

239400 Product Bug 6.5.1.3 Search / Report Time-based chart threw an error when using a repeating
row field as a filter criteria

This was a SQL error.  The problem has been fixed.

239526 Product Bug 6.5.1.7 User Interface
Issues

RC1 session expiry errors occured upon navigating
through different screens

This was an intermittent problem that only affected some
sites.  A change to the way the URL is generated for
changing business areas on a screen was made, and it is
believed this will alleviate and fix the problem.

239413 Product Bug 6.5.1.5 Web Services GetChangedItem in Web Services Only part of the returned XML was being observed.  This
has been fixed so that the complete XML is returned.
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